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Coffee Lectures

Hildesheim University with “active integration of students into teaching and learning processes“ (mission statement).
Coffee Lectures

Hildesheim University Library in the digital era.
The creation and dissemination of knowledge.
Coffee Lectures

Information literacy increasingly gaining importance at university libraries in supporting researchers with all the different topics dealing with e-science.

Coffee Lectures at Hildesheim University are a new format, providing information to researchers.
“Library personnel collaborate with campus partners to provide opportunities for faculty professional development“.

Standards for Libraries in Higher Education, Approved by the ACRL Board of Directors, October 2011, Revision approved by the ACRL Board of Directors, February 2018
http://www.ala.org/acrl/standards/standardslibraries
“The information literacy of researchers must also be increased at higher education institutions”.

Higher education institutions in a digital age: rethinking information competency – redirecting processes

Resolution of the 13th General Meeting of the GRC, 20 November 2012
Coffee Lectures

A coffee lecture is an informal meeting for everyone interested that occurs at Hildesheim University Library around lunchtime.
Coffee Lectures

Thirsty for coffee? Thirsty for knowledge? Get both. For free.

Coffee Lectures

Information and Coffee for free!

Literaturverwaltung mit RefWorks
Mittwoch, 2.11.2016
11:45–11:55 Uhr
oder
13:30–13:40 Uhr
Science-Lounge

Wissen kompakt in 10 Min.

Open Coffee Lecture
Kaffee und Kurzvortrag

15 MINUTES Coffee Lecture

ETHZurich

Coffee Lecture

Am 18.10. um 13:45
im Foyer der Bereichsbibliothek
Kulturwissenschaften:
Coffee Lecture zum Thema
IHRE BIBLIOTHEK – MEHR ALS BÜCHER

ICEGTULD 2019, Nazarbayev University / Eurasian National University
Nur-Sultan, Kazakhstan, June 6-7, 2019, Coffee Lectures, Hildesheim University, Annette Strauch, M.A.
Coffee Lectures

Our meetings take place in the University Library’s conference room, a light and friendly room with technical infrastructure. We offer coffee, tea, biscuits - and a topic for the lecture in a relaxed atmosphere.
Coffee Lectures

A coffee lecture promotes information sharing and discussions among participants (transfer of knowledge):

- the speaker gives the coffee lecture some structure (presentation / various topics): general information about RDM, legal requirements and data, data management plans and digital preservation
- the input of the participants helps to develop a discussion
- the presentation time is maximally 30 minutes plus time for input and discussion
Coffee Lectures

Example at Hildesheim University Library:

COFFEE LECTURES
presented by your library

Besuchen Sie in Ihrer Mittagspause die Universitätsbibliothek. Mittwochs bieten wir Ihnen Kurzvorträge (30 Minuten) zu einer Tasse Kaffee (oder Tee) an.

Universitätsbibliothek Hildesheim
Raum B 107 Zeit: 12.30 Uhr,
Referentin: Annette Strauch, M.A.
Sommersemester 2019

Coffee Lecture:
17.04.2019 - Forschungsdatenmanagement an der Universität Hildesheim: Unterstützung durch die UB.
(Gast: Prof. Dr. Ulrich Heid)
“At our library we believe that we can make a major and visible contribution to the success of Hildesheim University: first, by listening to and understanding the needs of our users – and offering services tailored to their needs.

Second, by using innovative technologies to improve our services. And third, by informing and alerting the presidential board of our university of new developments, opportunities, and risks. This is especially important in a time when new digital technologies change the creation and dissemination of knowledge fundamentally”.

(Dr. Ewald Brahms, Director of Hildesheim University Library)
The success of coffee lectures as a research-supported service by the library can be seen in connection with new information practices plus:

- good topics
- good advertising
- good coffee & a treat
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